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n˝ vÏdec, jakÈ si podle jejich soudu akademick· p˘da û·d·, a nebyl s to
vyloûit p¯edmÏt a ˙Ëel vlastnÌch obor˘. N·stupnÌ p¯edn·öka tak Meifl-
nera hned po p¯Ìchodu nechtÏnÏ vt·hla do d¯ÌvÏjöÌch praûsk˝ch spor˘
mezi p¯ÌrodovÏdci (borni·ny) a krasoduchy (seibti·ny), spor˘, o jejichû
existenci s nÏjvÏtöÌ pravdÏpodobnostÌ nemÏl v˘bec tuöenÌ.49
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The article compares the inaugural lecture of August Gottlieb Meiflner
(1753-1807), Professor of Aesthetics and Classical Literature at Prague,
and the first Protestant teacher at the Faculty of Arts in Prague since the
Thirty Yearsí War, with the inaugural lectures of professors of aesthe-
tics, or Ñdie Schˆne Wissenschaftenì, at universities in the Habsburg
Monarchy and at Roman Catholic universities in the Rheinland. (Chairs
of Aesthetics were not established at the Protestant universities.) The
prerequisites for a comparison are particularly good because the inaugu-
ral lecture of Meiflnerís predecessor at Prague, Karl Heinrich Seibt
(1730-1806), has survived, as have those of his contemporaries, Profes-
sor Friedrich August Clement Werthes (1748-1817) at Pest, Johann Ja-
kob Haan (whose dates of birth and death are unknown) at Trier, Ferdi-
nand Franz Wallraf (1748-1824) at Cologne, and Eulogius Schneider
(1756-1794) at Bonn. The aim of the comparison is to examine the con-
ventions according to which professors of the Schˆne Wissenschaften
and aesthetics wrote their inaugural lectures, and to determine, how
Meiflnerís lecture differed in these thematic conventions. The analyses
demonstrate that the focuses of the inaugural lectures consist in clarify-
ing the usefulness of these two taught fields for the university and soci-
ety. The subsequent comparison with Meiflnerís lecture reveals that
Meiflner did not incorporate even one of the usual topics into his lecture;
it appears not to bear a trace of any endeavour to legitimize aesthetics,

49 PodrobnÏji o p¯ÌrodovÏdnÈ kritice Meiflnerovy n·stupnÌ p¯edn·öky TOM¡ä HLO-
BIL, Postoj praûsk˝ch p¯ÌrodovÏdc˘.
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to explain what the subject was about, what it aimed to achieve, or how
it might be useful. His silence about aesthetics (unlike Classical litera-
ture, still a new, far from usual discipline) leads one to search for the
reasons behind this highly unusual approach. The article concludes with
two hypotheses offered in explanation.
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